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Local asymptotic normality is established for the likelihood ratios of multivariate linear processes generated by 
independent and identically distributed random vectors. The average Fisher informations for both infinite order 
AR and infinite order MA processes are derived and are presented in frequency domain. The frequency domain 
formulae for average Fisher information matrices of finite dimensional parameter models including finite order 
multivariate ARMA models are also presented. 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper a d-dimensional (d> 1) linear process y = ( yI: t = 0, + 1, . . ) = y*x, 
cc 
yr = c -y;xr_, , t=O, + 1, . ) (1.1) 
, = 0 
is considered, where x = (x,: t = 0, + 1, . . . ) is an independent and identically distributed, 
d X 1 real vector valued white noise process, and x’s are d X d deterministic real matrices. 
The goal of this paper is to establish local asymptotic normality (LAN) for the likelihood 
ratios for the distribution of (x,: j<O, y,, ., y,). Previous work on the LAN related to 
model ( 1.1) are: Davies ( 1973) for finite dimensional parameter multivariate Gaussian 
stationary time series; Beran ( 1976), Swensen ( 1985) for univariate finite order AR; 
Kabaila ( 1983) and Kreiss ( 1987a) for univariate finite order ARMA; and Kreiss ( 1990b) 
for univariate infinite order AR. 
Kreiss ( 1990b) proved the LAN for univariate linear processes under the restriction 
(Kreiss, 1990b, p. 186, (1.2)): 
3&>0 such that r,( 1 +&)j-+O (j+a) . (1.2) 
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In this paper, a weaker restriction 
c Ir,l <x (1.3) 
is used, and a similar LAN for multivariate linear processes is proved. The new LAN fulfills 
the definition of Ibragimov and Khas’minskii ( 199 1) where the local parameter space has 
a tangent space dense in a Hilbert space. The proof is simple and similar to the canonical 
independent and identically distributed observation case. 
Once LAN is established, one may seek applications in optimal estimation and testing 
(see, for example, Fabian and Hannan, 1982; Kreiss, 1990a; Ibragimov and Khas’minskii, 
1991). 
Section 2 lists notation used in this paper, together with basic assumptions required for 
the main results. 
Section 3 begins with Theorem 3.1, a local asymptotic normality theorem for a multi- 
variate infinite order autoregressive process. Then developed is a LAN theorem for a 
multivariate linear process whose filter has a smooth (infinite or finite dimensional) para- 
metrization, followed by a LAN theorem for multivariate infinite order MA. A LAN theorem 
for finite order multivariate ARMA is then displayed as a special case. All the asymptotic 
covariance structures of the likelihood ratios (also known as the average Fisher informa- 
tions) are presented in frequency domain. 
Section 4 lays out the scheme of the proof of Theorem 3.1, and Appendix fills in the 
details. 
2. Notations and assumptions 
To reduce the number of symbols, a single ‘ ( ) ’ notation will be used for norm functions 
in various linear spaces. For a d X 1 real vector X()E w”, 1x(, 1 := 6, where ( . )’ is the 
transposition of ( . ) . For a d X d real matrix a,, E W”x ‘, 1 a,, ) is the maximum of 1 a,,~ 1 for 
x,~EW” and Ix,,1 = 1. For a one-sided dXd real matrix sequence a=(~,,, a,, . ..). 
) a 1 := CT=, 14 1. Denote by W, the set of all one-sided d X d real matrix sequences a 
with 1 a I <m. Define on W, X W, the convolution * : W,X W,+ W, by (a * b), := 
C’, = ,+I- k bk = C-i, = ,,uk b, ~ 1., then W, becomes a real Banach algebra under the usual addi- 
tion, the usual scaler multiplication and the convolution multiplication. For any a E W,, 
define its z-transformation by u(z) := CT=,oa,z -I, where z is considered a complex number. 
So a( eiA) will be the Fourier series of a sequence a = (a,,, a,, . . . ) . It is well known that 
a E W, is invertible in W, if and only if the determinant of u(z) has no zeroes on 
(z: I z ) > 1) (see, for example, Zelazko, 1973, p. 39, 8.11, and p. 41, 9.4 a). Let @= 
(a= (a,,, 01, ... ) E W,: a is invertible and a,, = Ir,xd)r where I,,, is the d X d identity 
matrix.Let T= (a= (uo, a,, . . . ) E W,: a, = 0). Because the set of invertibles in W, is open 
in W, (see Zelazko, 1973, p. 16, 5.1), one concludes that Vu E 0, 3%’ c T a neighborhood 
of 0 such that a +,%‘= ( CI + u: u E Z!] C 0. So 8 is a T-manifold and T is the tangent space 
of 0 at every point of 0. For any a E W,, and any random d X 1 vector time series x = 
(..., I- , , -r,,, XI 3 X2, ... ) with sup,E]x,( <r-, (&~,a_,. --x<f<x) is well-defined and 
is denoted by a *x. 
The main results in this paper require the following two assumptions. 
Assumption 2.1 (jilrerparumefer). In model ( I. I), the filter parameter y belongs to 0. 
The parameter space 0 now includes parameters uch as ci = 1 /j’ which is excluded from 
the exponential decay family in Kreiss ( 1990b). 
Assumption 2.2 (density offinnorations). In model ( 1.1 ), the x,‘s have probability density 
g with respect to Lebesgue measure on W”, and the location density family {g( . -h): 
h E Wd) is regular in the sense of the following (see lbragimov and Has’minskii, 198 1, 
p. 118): 
(a) 3 I X d measurable function ( score function) i defined on W” such that 
and 
(b) 
l,e = (i?)(w)g(w) dw<m, 
ad“ 
g(w-h) dw=o( lh]‘) (]h] 40). 
(II :,yol’) =O) 
(2.1) 
(IhI +O) . (2.2) 
(2.3) 
Further E( x,) = 0 and Var(x,) = a,: < m. 
Condition (b) of Assumption 2.2 is weaker than the g( w) > 0, tlw requirement in Kreiss 
( 1990b, p. 187, ( 1.5) ). For d = 1, conditions (a) and (b) of Assumption (2.2) become 
Hajek’s condition: g is absolutely continuous and I* = ][g’] 2/g <m. 
ForyEO,letc=y-’ andletP,,,,=Y((y*x),: t=l, . . . . n;x,:j<O), where_Y( .) is 
the distribution of ( . ). Conditioned on (+: j ,< 0), the Jacobian for (x,: t = 1, . ., n) ++ 
(( y*x),: I= I, . . . . n) is 1 because the transformation matrix is triangle with diagonal 
elements 1. If one defines y(c) = (y,(c) : - x < r < a) by 
y,(c) = yf 
-t 
forr>O, 
( Y*x), for t<O, (2.4) 
and define x(c) = (x,(c) = (c * y( c) ),: -cc < t < m), then P,.,,, has probability density 
n:l= ,g(x,(c)) with respect to (Lebesgue measure on (Wd)“) X_F(x,: j,<O). For any u- 
finite measure P and Q on a same a-field, if P’ is the absolute continuous part of P with 
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respect to Q, then dP/dQ denotes the Radon-Nikodym derivative of P’ with respect to Q. 
So for C, CE 0, dP,,ldP,,,, =n:= ,[g(x,(?))lg(x,(c))]. 
Definea(random) mapA, fromuETtoA,(c)uEWby 
A,,(c)u:= i $, k(c)) (u *Y(C) I,. (2.5) 
A,,( c)u will be the ‘central sequence’ called by Kreiss ( 1990b) among others. 
Denote the power spectrum of ( y,} by f,.?( h), 
2 
f,,(h) := y(eiA) 2 r(e’^) * , 
where ( . ) * is the complex conjugate and transposition of ( 
TX Tan inner product (u, u)< by 
(u, [I),. =Re i tr(Z,u(e’^)f,,,(A)c(eiA) *) dh . 
-rC 
).Forc=y _ ’ E 0, define on 
(2.7) 
Now T can also be viewed as a dense subspace of the Hilbert space H= (u = 
(2.6) 
(0, 11,. . ..). u, EWXd, C ] u,~ ] 2 < s) with inner product (2.7). The inner product (2.7) is, 
for d = 1, the frequency domain version of Kreiss ( 1990b, p. 19 1, (2.8) ) 
Denote by M( p, a’) the normal distribution with mean p and variance c2. 
3. Local asymptotic normality 
Theorem 3.1 (LAN for AR( ~0) . Under Assumption (2.1) and (2.2)) the following hold: 
(a) 
1% 
df’, + ,, - 1 Q,.,, 
dP,..n 
=A,(c)u- t(u, u>c +R,,(c, u) , (3.1) 
with R, satisfying: for any E> 0, and any compact set KC OX T, 
lim sup Pr( (R,( c, u) ( > E} = 0 . 
n+= K 
(3.2) 
(b) uniformly in (c, u) over any compact set, 
~(A,,(c)ulP,.,J -,M(O> (~3 u)L.) > (3.3) 
where uniform convergence means that the (weak) convergence is uniform over any 
compact in Levy distance (see, Le Cum, 1986, p. 86 and p. 403). 
The result of Theorem 3.1 fulfills Ibragimov and Khas’minskii’s ( 199 1) Definition 2.1 
for local asymptotic normality. Note that the tangent space T of the parameter space @ is 
not a Hilbert space under the Fisher information tensor, but a dense subset of a Hilbert 
space. This is another difference between the result here and the result in Kreiss ( 1990b). 
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By using a dense subset of a Hilbert space, the complicated truncation technique in the 
proof is reduced to minimum, and the exponential decay assumption ( 1.2) used by Kreiss 
( 1990b) can be replaced by the weaker ( 1.3). The proof of Theorem 3.1 is found in Section 
4 and Appendix. 
Hereafter, asymptotic covariance structures like (u, /I)~. for the log-likelihood ratios of 
stutiona~~ time series will be called the average Fisher information tensors, quadratic forms 
like (u, u)~. corresponding to information tensors will be called the average Fisher infor- 
mation quadratic forms, and the corresponding matrices will be called the average Fisher 
information matrices. 
From Theorem 3.1 and the standard arguments due to Le Cam (see, for example, Le 
Cam, 1986, p. 90, Proposition 7) the following contiguity result holds. 
Corollary 3.2. P,.,,, IIzL ,,,, and P,:,, are contiguous to each otherfor (c, u) Larying within 
any compact subset of @X T, as n + x. 0 
From the contiguity property, one knows that the singular part of P,,,, with respect to PC,,, 
is negligible when c is within n ~ “* distance from c for large n and therefore one obtains 
another important result which is useful in adaptive estimations. 
Corollary 3.3. For (c, II, 17) r>arying within compacts of @X TX T, as n --) m, 
A map c : a - c(a) from an open subset A of some Banach space B to 0 is said to be 
(Frechet) differentiable at (Y if there is a bounded linear operator C( (Y) from B to f, called 
the differential of c at CY, such that 
Ic(cx+Acr-c(o)-Lc((~)Acx[ =o( lAcu[) (Ida1 +O). 
A map c( LY) is called continuously differentiable in A if it is differentiable at every (Y E A 
and the differential c’ : a*d( a) is continuous. From Theorem 3.1 one derives Theorem 
3.4 below. 
Theorem 3.4 (LAN for AR(m) of a smooth parametrization). Suppose Assumption 2.2 
hold. Suppose that the int~ersefilter c = c( (Y) is a function of a~ A, where A is an open 
subset of some Banach space B. Suppose that c( a) is continuously differentiable in A, with 
dtjjkrential C( CY). Then the following approximation holds: 
=A,,(c((Y))~(LY)I,--(C(LY)L~, C((Y)L'),(,) +R,,(cu, u) , (3.5) 
with R,, satisfying: for any E> 0, any compact set K CA x B, 
lim sup Pr( IR,,(a, tlj 1 > E] =0 , 
n--r= K 
with A,,( c( a) )L:( a) 1’ satisfying: uniformly in ( (Y, 11) over any compact set, 
(3.6) 
~“(a,,(c(a))C((~)~‘lP,(,,,,, ) +~/v’(o, (C(a)c, C:(cr)L’),.(,)) 0 (3.7) 
An immediate consequence of Theorem 3.4 is the LAN for MA(m). If c(y) = y- ’ for 
yE@,thenC(y)l,= -y-‘*~~*y-r and the following corollary is true. 
Corollary 3.5 (LAN for MA(m)). ln Theorem 3.4, $c(y) = y-’ then 
A,,(c(Y))~(Y)L’:= - i$, i(x,(c))(c*l,*x(c)),, 
and the corariance structure for A,,( c( y) ) C( y) L’ is 
(3.8) 
71 
!,(r~‘(e”)r~(e”)) 2 (r-‘(e”‘)l)(e”))* dh. 
-?T 
(3.9) 
Example 3.6 (Filter with finite dimensionalparameters). Suppose that c = c( a) is contin- 
uously differentiable and the parameter CY E A for A an open subset of W”‘. Then the covar- 
iance matrix (the average Fisher information matrix) for A,,( c( a) ) C( CY) is 
. (3.10) 
I ,C i.k G m 
Formula (3.10) is similar to Davies (1983, p. 85, (3.15)). Actually, Davies’ (3.15) is 
which coincides with (3.10) when the distribution g is Gaussian. 
Example 3.7 (ARMA(p, q)). Let a=(lrlxr,, a,, . . . . a,,, 0, . ..) E@, let h=(lrlxdr 
h I, . ..1 b,, 0, . ..) E 0, let (Y= (a,, . . . . a,,, b,, . . . . bq)TE (Wnxd)“+“, and let c(a) = 
b ~ ‘a. Then c(a) is the inverse of a d-dimensional ARMA filter. For any (u, L’) = 
(u I, . ..1 u,,, (‘1, . . . . “<,) E (62 dxd)p+q, it is direct to calculate that 
[k(a)(u, ~~)](z)=b~‘(z)(u(z)a~‘(z)-rl(z)b-’(z))a(z), 
where u(z) = Cy=, u,z -I and rl( z) = C,Y_ , L’,; -I. So the average Fisher information quad- 
ratic form is 
(4a)(4 L’), k(a)(u, L’)),.,,) 
TT 
= 
1-C 
tr Z,[bP’(eiA)(u(eiA)C’(eiA) 
-?I 
-r~(e’*)bp’(eiA))b(eiA)] 2 [...I* dh, (3.11) 
and the components of the average Fisher information matrix are: 
for [a,lk.ly i+lL,,r 3 
TT 
I Re(e- ic~~~‘~A[b~‘(eiA)*I,b~‘(e’A)],,,,If,,.(A)],,,,) dh; 
--71 
(3.12a) 
for [~,lk,,r [bj~l,~,,~ 3 
I Re( -e- “‘~j”A[b~‘(e”)*Ifib~‘(eiA)],,,, 
-IT 
X [f,v(h)a(eiA) *bp’(eiA) *I,,,,) dh ; 
for [b,l,,,, [bj~l,~,,~. 
(3.12b) 
I Reie -iCi-j')A [b~‘(ei~)*~,b~‘(e’A)l,,, 
-77 (3.12~) 
X [bp’(ei’)a(eiA)&.,(A)n(eiA) *bp’(elA) *I,,,,) dA; 
where [ ( ) ] p.I is the (k, I) th element of a matrix ( . ) For univariate ARMA process (3.12) 
becomes the following: 
for uJ, b,, 
-e -I(J-k)A 
a(elA)b(eiA) * 
dh ; 
for bi, b,, $ i Re(~~~i~f),~)dA 
--71 
(3.13a) 
(3.13b) 
(3.13c) 
Formula (3.13) is the frequency domain version of Kreiss ( 1987, (3.8) ). see also Anderson 
( 1977, p. 852, (3.28)-( 3.30) ). 
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Ford= 1, (3.11) becomes 
(E(o)(u, u), d(a)(u, 
?T 
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u) )r(d 
44 _ I lu(eiA)b(eiA) -o(eiA)a(ei”) I2 2n la(e’“)b(eiA) I2 d/! . 
--71 
(3.14) 
From (3.14), one can show that the average Fisher information quadratic form of a uni- 
variate ARMA process is of full rank if and only if (Y is identifiable, that is, polynomials 
zpa( Z) and zyb( Z) are coprime (Wang, 1993). The assertion is also true for d > 1 when 
‘coprime’ is replaced by ‘left coprime’. 
The A,(c)u in Theorem 3.1 involves residuals (xi: j<O), which are unavailable in 
practice. Kreiss ( 1990b, p. 19.5, Theorem 2.11) suggests an alternative which depends on 
(y,, . . ., y,) only, but the theorem requires another restriction, a global Lipchitz condition. 
The next theorem indicates that the Lipchitz condition is not essential. 
For any sequence c( co, c,, . . .), define its truncation c((“) and its tail co’+ ) by 
c(II) := (ccl, . . . . c,-1, O,O, . ..) andc’“+“.(O, . . . . 0, c,, c,,+,, . ..).respectively. 
Assumption 3.8. For c = y _ ‘, there is a (known) sequence k = k, such that k = o( n) and 
Ic (k+)l =o(fl_“2) (n-+0X). 
Remark 3.9. If there is a known increasing sequence d, such that &= o(d,) and 
Chdj I cj I <to then Assumption 3.8 holds for k= k, = inflj: dj > &}. For example, if 
cj = 1 lj’ then one may choose, say, k = k,, = inf{j: & log j >/ &) 
Following Kreiss ( 1990b, p. 195, Theorem 2.11), define A,, (c, k) u by 
d,(c, k)u= +=$, i(x,(~‘~‘))(u(~)*y(c(~)))~. (3.15) 
Theorem 3.10. If assumptions of Theorem 3.1 hold, and further Assumption 3.8 hold, then 
d,(c, k)u-A,(c)u=o&l). 
Proof.Because Jc(~)-cI =o(n-I’*), one has, from Theorem 3.1, Corollary 3.2 and Cor- 
ollary3.3,A,(c’k’)u-A,(c)u=o,(l).So,againbyCorollary3.2,itsufficestoshowthat 
A,(c’~’ )u-d,,(c, k)u=n~“2C~_,i(Xr(c(k)))(u*y(c(k)))l+n-”2C~_,+,i(xr(ccx’)) 
x (u(k+) *y(c'Q )), goes to 0 in probability P,,,,,., . The variances under Pc,kl,n of the two 
terms at the right hand side of the last equation converge to 0, and the result follows from 
the Chebyshev’s inequality. 0 
All the results in this section are for linear processes with unknown filter y and known 
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probability density g. For possible extensions to unknown g, see Kabaila ( 1983) and Kreiss 
(1987b). 
4. Proof of the LAN theorem 
The origin of the proof of Theorem 3.1 comes from the proof of Cd. case, see, for example, 
Ibragimov and Has’minskii ( 1981, pp. 114-l 19). 
To keep the proof short, the following convention is adopted. 
Convention 4.l.left(n, c, U) =right(n, c, U) means: for any F> 0, and any compact set 
KCOXT, 
lim sup P,.,R { 1 left-right ] > E] = 0 
If’= K 
(4.1) 
Let c:=c+n-“*u, and let h,, :=x,(c) -x,(c) = (c*y(c)), - (C*y(c)),. Define 
77,,, := ]g(x,(c) -h,,,) lg(x,(c) ) 1 “2 - 1, Define c(h) := [g(x,, -h)/g(x,,)]“*- 1 where h 
is a d X 1 real vector. Throughout the rest of this section, q’s with no parameter c attached 
are considered i.i.d. d X 1 random vectors with density g. 
The frame of the proof of Theorem 3.1 consists of three steps, which are summarized in 
the following three lemmas. 
Lemma 4.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, one has 
With Lemma 4.2, one has the Taylor expansion: 
log 
dP,;tl_ 
dP,.,n 
2 t log( 1 + 77,,) = 2 i 77,tt - 2 dr 
f= I /=I ,=I 
= 2 k %f -f(u, u),. 
,= I 
Lemma 4.3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, one has 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
2 kx,W )h,,, = A,,(c)u (4.6) 
f=l 
With (4.4) and Lemma 4.3, one obtains the first part of Theorem 3.1. The second part 
of the theorem comes from the following Lemma 4.4, which is a martingale central limit 
theorem. 
Lemma 4.4. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, uniformly in (c, u) ocer any compact 
set, 
(4.7) 
Combining Lemma 4.4 and (4.6) one obtains the second part of Theorem 3.1. And the 
theorem is proved if all the above three lemmas are proved. 0 
The proofs of Lemma 4.2 through Lemma 4.4 can be found in the Appendix. 
Appendix 
Let r=F-‘. Let hj,,!’ := (c*y(c)),-(C*y(c)),= -n P”‘(u*r*~(~)),, let hi,:‘:= 
(c*y(c)),-(c*q’(~3)~=(c’“‘*(r-r)*~(~)),. Then h,,,= ,?, h”’ +h,!f’. Denote by 
E, ( ) the expectation operator I( . ) dP,.,,,. Let ~“r/, be the a-field generated by {x,(c) : j < t) 
Clearly h,,, is measurable _Ci/,_ , , t = 1, . , ~1. This fact will be used extensively thereafter, 
without further explanation. 
Lemma A.l. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, one has 
,$, E,.h:,:“~,h!:’ = (u, I*)~, 
,$, E,.lh!s:’ I’=O, 
(A.11 
(A.21 
(A.3) 
(A.4) 
(A.5) 
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Proof. Proof of ( A. 1) Because 
sup PC..,, 
K { 
max Ih!,:’ 
I <,<,r 
I>&} 
~&~‘supEI(cr*y*x)oI”I(((1A*Y*X)OI~>nE2), 
K 
it suffices to show that 1 (u * y*.~)~~ 1 2are uniformly integrable for (c, u) over compacts. 
This is true because of Scheffe’s theorem (see, for example, Billingsley, 1986. p. 218, 
Theorem 16.11) and the continuity of 
71 
El (u*y*x),, I?= 
i ( 
tr (r,(e’“)Y(elA)) 2 (t,(e’“)Y(e”‘))* 
1 
dh 
--Ti 
as a function of (c, ~4) 
Proof of (A.2). For fixed c and U, by the ergodic theorem (see, for example, Doob, 19.53, 
p. 464, Theorem 2.1) 
For?+c, u”+~(n+m), let p=C-‘, let a:=(u*y*~),,, andlet G:=(Il*$j*x),,, then 
E; 2 ((r.T*~*x),(i*j7*x):-(1I*y*x),(u*y*x):) 
r= I 
<El&iT- aaYTI =EJ&(~-a)‘+(&-a)a’l 
~JE~G~*E~G-cx~~ + JE~E-cK~~EIcY(+O, 
and (A.2) follows. 
Proof of (A.3). It follows from the spectral representation formula 
u(e"')&(A)u(e"') * dh. 
-7T 
Proof of (A.4) 
sup p< .I, 
-C 
max l/2$’ 1 >r 
> 
<F7 sup 2 El (CCf+) *(r-Y)*x),12 K 1 <,<,I K ,= I 
Proof of (A.5). Similar to the proof of (A.4). 
Proof of (A.6). (A.6) follows from (A.5)) (A.3) and the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality. 
This completes the proof of Lemma A. 1. 0 
Lemma A.2. Under the assumptions of Theorerm 3.1, one has 
max I h,,, I = 0 , 
I <t=sn 
(A.7) 
(A.8) 
(A.9) 
Proof. (A.7) follows from (A. 1) and (A.4). (A.8) follows from (A.2)) (A.5) and (A.6). 
(A.9) follows from (A.3)) (A5) and (A.6). [7 
Lemma A.3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, one has 
i (MC) )h,,Y= (w U>‘ . 
1= I
(A.10) 
Proof. Let X, := i?(x,(c)) -1,. From Lemma A.2, (A.lO) is equivalent to 
C:= ,h;fX,h,, = 0. So it suffices to show the following (A.1 1) forj, k= 1,2: 
(A.11) 
For j = k = 1, one can use similar technique for the proof of (A.2). For j = k = 2, one can 
use (A.5). For j = 1, k = 2, one can use (A.6). This completes the proof of Lemma A.3. 0 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. Fix any S> 0. From (A.9), there exists S’ > 0 such that 
6’sup,C:=,E,.Ih,,12<1~. Let R,(h):=Pr(l~(h))>~). From Ibragimov and 
Has’minskii(l981,p. 114,LemmaII.1.1,(1.8)),R,(h)=o(~h~2),sothereexists~‘>O 
such that R, (h) < 6’ I h I 2 for all I h I < E’. Combining all the above and (A.7)) one has, for 
large n, 
PC,,, -C max I rlnf I > 6 ,<r<,, > 
343 
G p,.,,, max 1 h,, ) > E’ 
I <I<,, > 
+ 6’ 2 E, I h,,, I ’ < 6 
r= I 
This completes the proof of (4.2). 
To prove (4.3)) by Lemma A.3, it suffices to show that 
k (77~,-_t(~(~,(c))~,,,)*)=O. (A.12) 
,=I 
Let R,(h):=Ell(h)2-$(i(x,,)h)21 then by Ibragimov and Has’minskii (1981, p. 114, 
LemmaII.l.1, (1.7)),R,(h)=o( lh12) (h+O).Retainingallthesymbolsintheproofof 
(4.2), but replacing the definition of 6’ by 
S’sup 2 E, Ih,,,I’<;&, 
K ,= I 
and replacing R, by R,, one has, for large n, 
< PC,, max jh,,,I >s’ 
1 ,ct<,, > 
+c-‘k E,.R,(h,,)l( (h,,,I GE’) 
f= I 
,<?S+s-‘6’ 2 E, Ih,,,12<6. 
,= I 
This completes the proof of (4.3), thus completes the proof of Lemma 4.2. 0 
Lemma A.4 Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, one has 
L Wv_tk&))h,,,)2=0. 
f= I 
(A.13) 
Proof.Bydefinitionofi,R,(h):=E(5(h)-ti(x,)h)2=o(IhI’)ash~O.Bybounded- 
ness of j(h) in L2, R,(h) =0( lh12) as h + m, so there is some M< 00 such that 
R,(h) <Mlh12 for all h. For any fixed 6> 0, there exists 6’ > 0 such that 
~‘supkEr~~~,~hnt~2<~~and~‘>OsuchthatR,(h)~6’~h~2forall IhI<c’.Now 
r$ 6 (w - t&,(c) )h,,r)’ 
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,= I 
+k E,R,(h,,,)l(Ih,,,I~&‘) 
r=t 
so it suffices to show that C:‘=, I h,,, 1’ are uniformly integrable (in II and in (c, U) over 
compact). The uniform integrability is true because of Scheffe’s theorem and Lemma A.2. 
This completes the proof of Lemma A.4. 0 
Proof of Lemma 4.3. By Chebychev’s inequality and Lemma A.4, C:= ,( T,,~ - 
E, ( v,,, 1 dr_ , ) - ii(x,( c) ) h,,,) = 0. Combining the last approximation, (A.7), (A.8) and 
thefactthatE,.(77,,,1~~_,)=-_E,(77~,I.C/j,~,)=-_h,:,f,,h,,,+o(Ih,,,l2) (h,,,+O) (see 
Ibragimov and Has’minskii, 198 1, Lemma II. 1.1, ( 1.6) ) , one proves (4.5). To prove (4.6), 
it suffices to show that C:‘=, i(x,(c))h,,, -A,,(c)u=C:‘=, i(x,(c))h$’ =O. Similar to the 
proof of (A.4), E,(C:‘=,i(x;(c))h~,2)) -<11,//a;/ ~~~*)ld)2~~~*n-‘C;=I JC(f+)J2=0. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 4.3. 0 
Proof of Lemma 4.4. By Hall and Heyde ( 1980, p. 58, Corollary 3.1), to prove the CLT 
for C :‘= , i( x,( c) ) A,,, the sum of martingale differences, it suffices to verify the conditional 
variance condition 
f E,.((i(x,(c))h,,,)21.~,-,)=(U,U),., 
,= I 
and the conditional Lindeberg condition 
k E,.((i(x,(c))h,,,)‘I( Ii(x,W)h,,, I >&I I-@,-,) =O. 
t= I 
(A. 14) is exactly (A.8) in Lemma A.2. And (A. 15) holds because 
E,. k (k(c) P,,,)‘Q Ikdc, )h,,, I > ~1 =O 
r= I 
(A.14) 
(A.15) 
by the uniform integrability of C( i(x,( c) ) h,,,) * (Scheffe’s theorem plus Lemma A.3) and 
the fact that max, GfG,, Ii(xJc))h,,,I =O (similar to the proof of max,,,,,, Ih:d’ 1 =O in 
Lemma A. 1) This completes the proof of Lemma 4.4. q 
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